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There are infinitely many ways to 
introduce bias into an experiment



To avoid biases: Some rules of experimental design

Replication

Sample-size determination

Randomisation

Blocking

Blind, double-blind

Comparison, placebo

Factorial design

C. Glenn Begley.. Nature (497), 23 May 2013, 433–434.



"Were experiments
performed blindly ?"

A class of students were asked
to count the number

of brown nuclei
in two images.



Image 1

This image was labelled as coming from a healthy patient. 
We expect to observe a   low   number of brown nuclei.

Image 2

This image was labelled as coming from a  cancer patient. 
We expect to observe a  large number of brown nuclei.



Goal:
Assess whether the students were
(unconsciouly) influenced by the 

stated expectations

Results



Distribution of all counts

Counts

Minimum: 68

Maximum: 260

Almost
4 times

Healthy vs cancer

Counts

Difference of  
medians: 8.5

Difference of 
means: 11.6

p=0.0096
(two-sample Student's
t-test;
t = -2.6267, df = 139)



Paired data 

75% of counts
were higher for
"cancer"
compared to
"healthy"

Mean difference: 10.5 units; p-value: 5x10-6

(paired Student's t-test; t = 4.9585, df = 68)

Effect of bias in an animal experiment: the example of stroke
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Blinded 
assessment of 

outcome

Blinded conduct 
of experiment

Malcolm R. Macleod et al. Stroke (39), 2009. 2824–2829



Evidence from other domains

Blinded assessment of behavioural outcome
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From Malcolm Macleod

Scientific process, in theory…

" A scientist is someone who loves to be
proven wrong "

" Don't fall in love with your hypothesis "

(Adriano Aguzzi)



In practice, however…

We all suffer from 

confirmation bias

"Were there
positive and negative

controls ?"



Controls
are at the heart

of experimental design

Example
Can you find the rule ?



I have chosen a rule that some 
sequences of three numbers obey 

and some do not.

Your job is to find out what the rule 
is using example sequences.

I start by giving you a sequence which obeys the rule:

Obeys the rule

Now it’s your turn. Write a number sequence, and I’ll tell 
you whether it satisfies the rule or not. You can test (more 
or less) as many sequences as you want.

When you think you know the rule, describe it in words:

? ? ?

2 4 8

?



A typical session:

Obeys the rule

Obeys the rule

Obeys the rule

…

Each number is twice the previous one.

1 2 4

2 4 8

3 6 12

The original rule for the three numbers was that each of them must be 
larger than the one before.

This game was proposed by the New-York Times 
(http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2015/07/03/upshot/a-quick-puzzle-
to-test-your-problem-solving.html) and is an example of "confirmation
bias".

On the NYT website, almost 80% of respondents answered with a rule 
without trying a "negative control" – a sequence that should not pass
their proposed rule. This is an example of confirmation bias, where a 
person just tries to confirm his/her hypothesis without considering
alternative explanations – something that should be avoided, especially
in science.



"Were all the results presented ?"
"Were statistical tests appropriate ?"

"Were basic experiments repeated ?"



Single experiment

Experiment repeated
twice, under similar
conditions

Experiment repeated
twice, under different
conditions

Experiment repeated
twice, under (planned)
different conditions

Experiment repeated
many times, under many 
different conditions

Independent validation

Complexity

n=1

Presenting data



Steve Jobs, MacWorld 2008 Photo: Engadget.com





EPFL



«Le zinc en cas de troubles gustatifs», Journal du Zinc, 
Kraus Anton, Verla-Pharm, Biomed  AG, 03/2016.



The first rule of data analysis:

Show (and do not hide) your data !



36 research
articles…

… 33 containing
(statistical) graphics…

… 31 containing
error bars.

A (small) sample of graphics published in
Cell and Genes and Development

Error bars are ubiquitous in the scientific literature



Which pair of error bars correspond to a p-value of 0.05 for a t-test ?



Error bars in our sample

… 31 containing
error bars.

13

17

1
2

7



Five different datasets … but five times the same bars and error bars !

Thank you !

Frederic.Schutz@unil.ch


